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DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

In the desert of life there are only summits to be crossed and hills for walking through.  There, on
the horizon of your hearts, is found My Venerable Temple, full of love, of unity and faith, an
unbreakable space that bears the headwinds and the tremors of others. 

Nothing greater than My Sacerdotal Love will be able to overthrow the temple of your heart.  For
this be attentive because you will be on time for returning to the dwelling of the apostles and of the
servers of God.

If you did not pray the Chaplet of the Divine Mercy the temple would have already been
overthrown a long time ago.  May your conviction of wanting to be with Me be the permanent
impulse to build the new dwelling for My Return.

Be carriers of the flame of My Perpetual Hope and believe in the power of the supreme trust that I
deposit from on High into your lives.  Go ahead waiting for the upcoming time of peace of the heart
and of all the consciousness.  Together we will construct, through merciful prayer the new trail for
the hearts that fall day by day, that totally deny Me and that loose the sacred temple of the heart
from great landslides.

Remember that the good Works are fulfilled when the workers build towards the High and the
Divine.  In this way nothing that may not be the designs of the Father will be able to interfere in the
aim of My Project.

Enter into the highest current of My Merciful Heart.  May nothing totally suffocate you, but may
your consciousness always be joyful for serving the King of kings.

In Heaven they talk about the dedication of those who answer to My Call while on Earth the
prayerful hearts are raised to the Temple of My Heart.

Under the Mercy of God, be blessed.

Thank you for opening to Me the door of your inner temple!

Christ Jesus, the High Priest and Guardian of the Temple of the Heart


